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UPCOMING EVENTS
Thursday, June 14: LCBA Monthly Meeting
Speaker: LCBA Vice President Bob Harris ~ The Making of Honey

Above left, Bob’s honey won first prize in 2012, the first year that honey was judged at the Fair for many
years. Right, Bob wearing the Bee Hat Of Authority.

Where: Centralia College, Washington Hall 103; 701 W. Walnut, Centralia, WA 98531
When: Social Time, 6-6:30 pm; Speaker, 6:30 – 7:30 pm; Business Meeting, 7:30-8:45
What: LCBA VP & founding President Bob Harris has been keeping bees for 30 years. He will
share insights into how bees make our favorite bee byproduct – honey! Why does honey
crystallize? Is this desirable or not? How can you best store honey once it’s extracted? Bring
your questions for a sweet evening! Business meeting to follow with news about our Summer
Potluck and our exhibit at August’s Southwest Washington Fair.

Friday, June 15, & Saturday, June 16
WSU-Pullman Queen Rearing and Bee Breeding Workshop
Where: Washington State University, Pullman campus
What: “Ready to take beekeeping to the next level? For those of you who already have a
working foundation in beekeeping, WSU’s bee team is offering an event to introduce you to
fundamental tools for stock improvement. This workshop is designed to improve your
understanding of queen rearing, bee breeding systems & selection methods though a combination
of presentations and hands-on demonstrations. We will also introduce you to the more advanced
techniques of instrumental insemination and cryopreservation. Plan on two all day meetings. The
time of day and schedule of activities will be sent with your registration confirmation.”
Instructors: Susan Cobey, Jennifer Han, Brandon Hopkins, Melanie Kirby, Tim Lawrence, Nick
Naeger and Steve Sheppard. Registration is $275/person. To register, visit:
https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/02420575d11d476d88252d9e90cec89f . Questions? Please
call WSU’s Department of Entomology at 509-335-5422.
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When: Saturday, June 23rd, 2018, 9:00am - 5:00pm
Where: Brushy Mountain (Ruhl Bees), Wilsonville, OR
What: A full day of beekeeping seminars and hands-on workshops. Ticket includes full access
to the event, refreshments & catered lunch. Tickets must be purchased in advance to guarantee
catered lunch.
Registration: Tickets are $45. Visit: https://www.brushymountainbeefarm.com/Field-Day2018?custcol_matrix_location=2
Speakers: Jennifer Tsuruda, Apiculture specialist for the Clemson University Cooperative
Extension Service. Jennifer’s studies include queen rearing and how breeding can produce
stronger varroa fighting bees through better grooming and housekeeping practices. Rich Morris
is the Founder and CEO of Broodminder, a line of environmental trackers to help beekeepers
better observe their hives.

Also June 23: The Bees of Summer
Hosted by Mid-Columbia Beekeepers Association, Tri-Cities, WA
Time: 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM.; Place: Three Rivers Convention Center located next to the Toyota
Center in Kennewick, WA.
Speakers: Randy Oliver, via live remote link, will give his "Reading the Combs" and "Varroa
Model" talks; Dr. Brandon Hopkins of WSU talking about "Caging Queens for Varroa
Control"; and Dr. Nicholas Naeger and Dr. Jennifer Han, also from WSU, on about their research
of using fungi for varroa control.
Tickets: $35 for those who are not members of Mid-Columbia Beekeepers; limited amount of
late registration/at the door cost of $50. A lunch sandwich and salad buffet is included in the
price. To register, visit: https://beeseminar.brownpapertickets.com/
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Saturday, July 14: LCBA 10th Annual Summer Potluck
Come enjoy good food, good fellowship, & talk bees. Honey recipes always welcome!
When & Where: 4-8 p.m., Lintott Alexander Park, Shelter #1; 1101 Riverside Dr, Chehalis.
Facilities: We’ll have 10 large picnic tables & benches (altogether, facility can accommodate
100), wood-burning stove, electrical outlets, outdoor faucet, garbage cans/liners.
Please bring: A dish to share, plate, cutlery – and family! LCBA will provide water, pop,
napkins. Park management requests no alcohol at this event.
Drawing for 2019 Youth Scholarship Program: Bee gear, gift certificates, & fun items will
bee available for those who buy $1 drawing tickets. If you’d like to help, please consider
bringing an item to donate!

Notes from LCBA’s May 10 Monthly Meeting
Speaker, Debra Langley-Boyer: The Slovenian AZ Hive
LCBA President Kevin Reichert introduced Debra Langley-Boyer and Dana Schack. Kevin
explained how he got acquainted with Debra and Dana: on a rainy day, he was surfing the web
for bee information, and he saw the AZ hive online and contacted Debra about it. Kevin noted
that if anyone has an interest in a subject for a talk, please let a board member know. Also, Kevin
announced that Debra and Dana have a donation cup: they are seeking funds to purchase two AZ
hives for the West Sound Beekeepers apiary.
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Above, Debra and Dana’s overview poster-board on the benefits of the AZ-Slovenian hive.
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The Allure of the AZ Hive: Debra thanked Kevin and LCBA for the invitation. She has now
had her bees in an AZ hive for two years. She started keeping bees in a Langstroth hive and did
not like the lifting; she also felt concerned about the impact of our rainy climate on her bees.
When she saw the AZ hive online, “the light bulb went on.” In the Slovenian AZ design, the
hives are set into a bee house that is accessible from the back (in larger designs, beekeepers can
walk inside the bee house). The backs of the hives open up, and frames are drawn out for
inspection or honey harvesting. This design seemed to promise better rain protection, as well as
not requiring beekeepers to lift heavy boxes.
Who Makes AZ Hives in the US? Actually finding an AZ hive to buy, though, turned out to be
an adventure. She had hoped to commission someone to build one for her, but could not find
plans outside of Slovenia, and those were written in Slovenian! She found some very old books
about it, but they were brief and not very informative. Online, she found a lady named Suzanne
in New Hampshire who sold them – but they were very expensive. As she was working on
designs herself, she went to West Sound Beekeepers and told the group. That got Dana into it –
all were hopeful about better winter protection for the hives and easy lifting for the beekeepers.
Dana pointed out that the AZ hive provides better bear protection: it is easier to put electric wire
around the hive house than around a free-standing Langstroth hive. He lives in a bear zone and
was keeping his bees on top of an outbuilding, going up and down a ladder to work them – not
sustainable.
So both Dana and Debra started building Slovenian hives. After one month with her AZ
hive, Dana said, “I’m never going back to Langstroth!”

Above, Debra with the “bee dollhouse” demonstration AZ Model that Dana made.

History and Rationale for the AZ Hive in Europe:
Slovenia is the birthplace of the AZ hive. Slovenians once used log bee hives to carry
their bees, which were Carniolans. Gradually, beekeepers started putting these logs into shelters;
then, they moved them into wooden bee houses on farms. By the 18th cent, they were decorating
these bee houses with colorful story murals displayed on the hives’ front panels, some elaborate,
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some simple (see poster, above). The designs are decorative, but also, bees related to their
picture and would return to their home picture hive. Today, there are tourist trips just to look at
these panels. Also in the 18th century, Slovenian Anton Jansa started the first beekeeping school
in Vienna, Austria: World Bee Day, May 20, was chosen by the United Nations because it is
Jansa’s birthday.
In 1906, Benton introduced the Langstroth design to Slovenia, but Slovenians did not like
it. However, the appearance of the Langstroth spurred Anton Znidersic, who became the inventor
of today’s AZ hive, to incorporate some Langstroth elements into the AZ. He looked at many
designs and made one to fit what Slovenians wanted with the house - shelter. It was all about the
harsh climate. The hives caught on and now are used in Austria, Switzerland, and northern Italy,
as well as in Slovenia. Slovenians have made their bee houses mobile: they put them on a truck
or wagon and can easily move them.
How the AZ Hive Works: The AZ design is a rear loader, with one frame pulled at a
time: some call it a back door hive. She calls hers AZ US because it is a little different from the
Benton design. These are good for old or disabled beekeepers. You work on one chamber at a
time. Sometimes, it is a little reports that even that is not hard to work with. There are fewer
places for them to propolize.

Above left, a housing box for a nuc; right, Dana demonstrates how the front can be opened and frames
pulled out. The housing box would go inside the AZ bee house.

Dana explained how the hive chambers have sets of frames that slide in and out on rods;
they are accessed with a separate inner door. Dana showed us equivalent of a 5 frame nuc (see
photo below): facing us in the audience was a little protrusion that looks like a tongue - that is
the front, where the bees come and go. That front part is the only part exposed to weather, and it
on the exterior of the hive house, with space between it and the actual hive for insulation. This
means that even when it is raining, you can inspect, pull the hives, and put on a rack and inspect
under the back overhang. As the back door opens, you see the screened frames inside. If all you
want to check on a given day is the brood chamber, you can do that by simply pulling the central
frames. Frames slide in and out pretty easily, and even when propolized are easily dislodged
using a hive tool. The frames are concave on top and bottom – less space for bees to propolize –
and they are designed to keep the 3/8th of an inch bee space. The bees’ entrance/exit is between
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the brood chamber and the honey chamber that is above the brood chamber. The bottom board
can be either solid or slotted on bottom board, what you like. There is ventilated space around
the chambers. A feeder can be placed inside by the inner cover so that bees can be fed without
opening chambers. Dana’s feeder is a Boardman design.

Above left, the “doll-bee-house” shows how hives can be opened from the back; right, a view of
the sliding apparatus inside the hive that makes pulling frames out work easily.

Playing with Additions to the Design: Dana noted that he is constantly changing his design as he
learns more – for example, he had had an air flap opening for ventilation, but this let a mouse in
and decimated a hive, so now he has re-designed to plug that hole. If you have a bee house you
may want to put in a light in the actual house part. He notes that you could also technically put a
solid board between chambers and run two queens. You can insert a slider board in the bottom.
The front and back doors are hinged for ease of access. The shelter has an overhang for added
rain protection. Debra is now experimenting with foundationless beekeeping in the AZ.
Bee House Size: 8 x 10 is the smallest design Dana would recommend for bee house chambers.
Frames: Dana showed a photo of a traditional Langstroth deep hive juxtaposed with a Slovenian
frame: the Slovenian frame is shorter and taller, and will not fit in many U.S. honey extractors,
so many want to adapt the AZ to use Langstroth configuration for that reason. (Dana noted that
Slovenian honey has about 2% less moisture than US honey: they call ours watery!) Debra and
Dana built their frames with no tabs on ends so there would not be too much space for bees to
build burr comb.
In Conclusion: The Pacific Northwest is a perfect location for an AZ hive, Dana and Debra
noted. Our kind of climate is why the bee house with AZ hive was designed in the first place.
They noted that there are significant differences you need to think about if you are considering
an AZ hive: for one thing, the cost is more, since there is more to them. However, those who
have had them longer report that the woodenware lasts longer – Suzanne in New England says
up to 40 years! One down side is that it is hard to find parts here, and expensive to buy from
Slovenia, so your best bet is to build your own. A great winter project!
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Above left, Debra with the “doll-bee-house” that Dana made for a portable demonstration model; right,
at the break, LCBA members inspected the displays and asked questions of Dana and Debra.

Debra and Dana’s contact information for questions: Debra and Dana shared their contact
information: if you have questions about the AZ Hive, you’re welcome to contact them. Debra
Langley-Boyer: DDBoyerMM@msn.com, (360) 372-2430 (cell only when out: (253) 691-5943,
Belfair, WA; Dana Schack, website, www.NormanKeepArtisans.com, email,
arkat3@yahoo.com, Poulsbo, WA.
Q&A: Dan Maughan asked what you do with a very large hive - how to control colony numbers
without affecting the production of the colony? Debra said that you can do splits,
checkerboarding, anything you do to manage bees in a Langstroth. Dan asked, can you go higher
than two chambers? Debra answered that in her design, she can go up to four Dan asked, do they
fill up quickly? Debra answered that that depends on the bee!
Hiving package bees in an AZ hive? Mel Gregorich asked how you hive package bees in an AZ
hive. Debra bought a five frame nuc, then put the bees and foundation into her AZ hive. Cody
Warren was in Bosnia in the 90s and saw AZ hives there: he asked, do you put them in the
bottom chamber when you hive them, or put them in the top to work down? Debra puts hers in
the bottom; then, in winter, they all worked up to the top 3rd of the chamber. There is no room
for a quilt box, though.
Darkness and disposition: Gottfried Fritz noted that bees don’t necessarily like dark areas: is
this a problem? Debra said that she has not had any serious problems, but noted that she has
Russians, more defensive bees.
Losses and mite treatments in an AZ hive? Kevin asked about her loss percentage. Debra said
that she could not give statistically significant data because she has only two hives, but she can
report that they have done well and survived winter. She had a very small hive that survived and
a larger one survived also. Also, Debra noted that you can treat bees for mites in this design –
she treated with oxalic. Kevin asked, when treating with oxalic, how do you introduce the
burner? Dana answered that there is a ventilation space below the chamber, so you can insert the
burner there. Dana has had problems with not enough space for the vaporizer: he finds that it also
doesn’t get vapor through six chambers that he runs, so he will try an oxalic drip. He is very
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safety minded and cannot find information on what the vapor issue is like inside a sealed bee
house: when is it safe to go back in? To do the drip, he is planning to put all frames on a stand,
one box at a time, and apply the drip box by box. Dan thought a vacuum fan like a fume hood
could work for oxalic acid vaporizing.
Swarm cells and inspections: Dan asked whether, as you pull frames out sideways, the swarm
cells get scraped out. Dana said you’d have to remove surrounding frames and then tilt a frame
with a swarm cell if you want to keep it, then pull it out sideways.
Drifting? Dana said that drifting is not really a problem because of the painting on the hive
outsides. Debra showed a photo with hives side by side with a yellow landing board and a blue
landing board side by side. Phil asked about size: traditionally they are 10 by 10 for each box.
Winter Management: Dan asked: should you insulate an AZ hive in winter? Dana says that it is
up to you. Debra pointed out that you can peek in with a flashlight and see in winter. You can’t
use a quilt box unless the house is designed high enough to add one. Kevin asked if the
removable, lower screen can hold the dead loss in winter? Dana said he had to take frames out
and clean them. But Debra’s is designed with a bottom space large enough to sweep out dead
loss. Kevin asked if you had a screen, could you just pull it out and dump the dead bees; Dana
said that you could, but would have to design a tray for it.
Queen Excluders: Kevin does not use queen excluders, but asked, for those who do, could you
use them in an AZ? Debra said yes, but you would have to design one. Dan asked if, in this
design, the bees need more or less honey in winter? Debra said that her bees did not use up all
their honey last winter and are still using it: they have not touched 1:1 syrup.
Cost of Making an AZ Hive? Dana built an AZ hive for West Sound Beekeepers. Kevin asked
what the rough cost is: Dana said about $1100, counting his labor. He donated $700 worth of
labor and the materials cost $400 - about $200 per hive.
More Information: It was pointed out that there are two closed AZ hive groups on Facebook.

LCBA May Business Meeting
Treasurer’s Report: LCBA Treasurer Rick Battin reported that he has filed the 990N tax form,
attesting that the club did not earn revenues of over $50,000 in 2017. The main checking account
balance is $5,830.03. This reflects several transactions, including $15,225 to JC Bees for the
pallets and nucs, and $7,504.31 to Beeline Apiaries, which was the balance due for package and
nuc bees, paid on package bee pickup day (this year, we paid half the amount as a down payment
and the rest upon delivery). Other expenses included $219.90 for lids and frames from Beeline,
which VP Bob Harris assembled for our club Teaching Apiary. Kevin thanked Steve Howard,
Peter Glover, and Susanne Weil for donating hive boxes and bottom boards; Kevin also donated
a hive box. Rick reported that we spent $75 for booth rental at the Spring Youth Fair, $50 for
parking passes and entry tickets to the Youth Fair, and $150 to the City of Centralia to rent Borst
Kitchen #1 for this coming December’s holiday potluck. We also transferred $112 from the
main checking account to the Youth Scholarship fund: this reflected LCBA’s 70% share of
Centralia College’s tuition for the youth scholars, which we had to pay in full up front to register
the youth scholars for our class. Finally, we spent $105.63 for new, updated checks with a new
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address. The Youth Scholarship fund balance is $1,885.26, and LCBA’s savings account
balance is $5,001.02.
Community Outreach – the Spring Youth Fair: Community Outreach Coordinator Dan
Maughan thanked everyone who pitched in to help mount our exhibit at the youth fair. All three
of our 2018 Youth in Beekeeping Scholarship students volunteered, along with Dan, Gordon
Bellevue, Pamela Daudet, Gottfried Fritz, and Mel Gregorich (apologies if anyone was left off
this list!). Our booth and new observation hive were good draws, and everyone had a lot of fun.
Southwest Washington Fair: Dan noted that for the Southwest Washington Fair, he will
need a lot more help, so Dan asked that members please consider volunteering; he will have a
sign-up sheet at our June 14 monthly meeting.
LCBA’s Summer Potluck, July 14, is coming: Dan reminded members that our July
meeting will be our traditional summer potluck at Alexander Park on Saturday, July 14. We hold
our first fundraiser for the 2019 Youth Scholarship program at the potluck, so if you have items
to donate, or know vendors to approach for donated items or gift certificates, please bring them
on July 14. Dan is also seeking volunteers to help organize the potluck, so please let him know if
you are interested (ultramafic@netzero.net).
Education: Education Coordinator Peter Glover noted that one of our youth scholarship
students, Caleb Smith, was here at this meeting; so was 2017 youth scholar Adam Claridge, who
successfully over-wintered his hive and split it this spring, so that now he has two hives. Peter
asked Caleb how he was doing: Caleb said that he has put his second medium hive box on his
bees, will put on box #3 soon, and is hoping for honey! Dan reported that his youth scholarship
mentee, Austin Nelson, is doing well; Dan loaned a bee suit to Katie, Austin’s grandmother, so
they can work bees together. Susanne reported that her youth scholarship mentee, Carmen, is
doing fine with her bees – she has put on the second medium box and expects to put the third box
on next week. For all three youth scholars, the bees have been docile, so far. Susanne showed a
short slideshow with photos of our 2018 youth scholars in action.
Mentorship: Cody Warren, Mentorship Coordinator, reported that everyone who asked for a
mentor now has one. So far, there have only been a few calls from people who hadn’t been able
to reach their mentor, and Cody connected them. Also, reporting for our club Teaching Apiary,
Cody announced that we now have nine hives there: Kevin Mills donated three nucs, JC Bees
donated two nucs, and the club bought 3 packages; we also have the top bar hive that survived
the winter. Cody thanked all who donated bees and gear.
Upcoming Events: Speaking of the club apiary, Susanne reminded members that LCBA’s first
hive management workshop will be on Saturday, May 26, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Topics will
include assessing condition of new colonies building up, testing for Varroa mites, and more.
Susanne asked that members wishing to attend RSVP for directions and to help the board know
how much to bring by way of refreshments. Other events are listed on the website, including the
WSU Queen Rearing class by Sue Cobey.
Bee Pickup Days Report: Kevin reported that bee pickup day went really well with just LCBA
members picking up bees. The nucs are looking good, and Kevin has heard few complaints,
mainly a few queen issues. The JC Bees pallets were mainly quite strong. Dan and Kevin
inspected the JC Bees nucs when they were delivered and found them to be strong, too. Kevin
was called about a laying worker in one case: possibly queen died in installation.
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Queens Available Soon: Dan announced that he is buying quite a few queens this year, and so if
anyone needs a queen, he would sell at cost, about $30. Kevin commented that after starting as a
hobbyist in 2013, Dan is now commercial, and so are Stevan Mayer and Starla Lago, with 100
colonies. Dan quipped, “you have to make money to be commercial…..”
Book Donation: Russ Music donated two books to our club library: Tom Seeley’s Honeybee
Democracy and Jim Tew’s Wisdom of Beekeepers. If anyone wants to take out a book from our
club library, please check with VP Bob Harris.
Honey Vendor sought in Curtis: Phil Wilson reported that the proprietor of the Curtis Store is
looking for a local honey vendor.
Free Tomatoes: Steve Howard announced that he had tomato plants in the back of his rig to
give away after the meeting.
Swarm Captures: Mel, Cody, Walt Wilson, and others reported having already caught swarms.
Kevin asked Steve if he had gotten any yet: “I caught three of yours,” Steve quipped. Members
were reminded to check the bottom of frames for swarm cells and inspect regularly to see if the
bees need a new hive box to expand. Those who over-wintered bees should be preparing to add
honey supers for the nectar flow.
Controlling the Yellow Jacket Population: A member asked how to bait a yellow jacket trap
most effectively: he used raw meat and watermelon, but the yellowjackets turned up their noses
at this. Cody said that he uses stale beer – “the skunkiest I can find” - and mixes 5 tablespoons of
Brewer’s Yeast with a half cup of blackberry syrup and lets it sit until it attracts fruit flies: then,
he mixes in the skunky beer, puts it in his bottle trap, and gets the yellowjackets every time.
Another member reported success catching yellowjackets with bacon and banana peel. Walt
Wilson noted some very good information about yellowjackets from the Cowlitz County
Beekeepers, appended here:
From Cowlitz County Bee Newsletter: Controlling Yellowjackets (thanks to Walt Wilson)
“Last month I urged you to deploy yellow jacket traps to catch queens before they establish
nests. I put out 3 and so far, I caught 1 YJ queen and a fly. I did, however, kill 6 yellow jacket
queens that I found buzzing against shed windows. From experience, I know that the traps are
very effective at catching YJ’s during the summer, but even though the traps can fill quickly,
there are still vicious hordes remaining to harass summer picnickers and your fall hives. The
University of California Riverside researched the effectiveness of several insecticides placed in
baiting stations to eradicate yellow jackets.
http://www.pestboard.ca.gov/howdoi/research/2009_yellowjacket.pdf. They discovered that a
small amount of fipronil (active ingredient in Frontline flea and tick topical solutions for pets)
mixed with Friskies Ocean whitefish is very effective at reducing YJ colonies. Fipronil is not
registered for use against YJ’s, but the product that is registered, Onslaught, was not effective.
They summarized their work: • Chicken or whitefish baits consisting of 0.0025 to 0.025%
fipronil were the consistently most effective baits tested. • The best results were obtained when
the numbers of yellowjacket foragers exceeded 10 wasps/day/trap. • A second baiting within 6-8
weeks after the initial baiting provided outstanding reductions in the numbers of yellowjackets.
“You can buy fipronil in products like Taurus SC or Termidor SC, but only in quart or larger
sizes and starting at something north of $40. You only need a few drops per baiting so this would
be like a lifetime supply. Products like Frontline will allow you to get a smaller volume, but
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many have ingredients in addition to fipronil. For instance, Frontline Plus has methoprene that
may deter YJ’s from visiting your bait. I recently purchased Sentry FiproGuard for small dogs
from Chewey.com, 6 treatments for $18.45 and free shipping. Each vile is 0.67 ml of fipronil
which is the right size for mixing into a small tin of cat food.
“Build a small cage using a piece of wood and ½” hardware cloth. The cage should keep birds
and mammals out while allowing YJ’s free access. You should make it with a door for easy bait
replacement. Mix the cat food and fipronil thoroughly and place in the cage. For even better
results add a cotton ball on which you squirt half the contents of a tube of RESCUE
Yellowjacket Attractant found at most hardware stores. Just set it inside the cage, not in the bait
mix. Place the bait cage in the shade 4 feet off the ground and at least 10 to 15 yards away from
doors, patios, grills, or people trafficked areas. 80% of the Yellowjacket nests within 100 yards
will be dead within 24 hours. 95% will be gone in 48 hours. Colonies up to even 250 yards away
will be significantly reduced. Renew the bait every other day as needed (Yellowjackets don’t like
dried or rotting meat) but the treatment should be complete by day 4. Yellow Jackets rarely
forage more than a few hundred yards from their nest.
“Monitor the success of the project by keeping a Rescue Yellowjacket Trap in the yard with
fresh attractant. Fipronil is a relatively slow working insecticide which allows the foragers time
to return to the nest, feed larvae, and track poison all over the place. So, do not use more than
recommended, you want them to live long enough to return to the nest and show additional
foragers where to find a great diner. Treatment should not start until July or early August. You
want lots of YJ’s foragers to collect bait and return to the nest. The best time is when your
Rescue traps are catching more than 10 YJ’s per day.”

LCBA at the Spring Youth Fair
For the 5th straight year, LCBA brought our exhibit to the Spring Youth Fair. Community
Outreach Coordinator Dan Maughan organized the show and brought in our new, more compact
(less tippy!) observation hive, and all three of our Youth Scholarship students volunteered, along
with LCBA members Pamela Daudet, Gottfried Fritz, Gordon Bellevue, Mel Gregorich, and
more (apologies to those not named – you are still appreciated!). The youth fair is a great
opportunity to reach out to potential future youth scholarship students – as well as delight kids of
all ages with the chance to see the bees. See photos, next page!

Above left, LCBA mentor Pamela Daudet with Carmen Cleveland Becerra, 2019 Youth Scholar; right,
Carmen, mom Mona,Youth Scholar Caleb Smith & dad Josh with our new observation hive.
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LCBA’S MAY 26 HIVE INSPECTION WORKSHOP
LCBA let the good times roll at our first 2018 workshop! About 30 beekeepers & 6 mentors met
at our new Teaching Apiary to learn more about hive inspection basics. Many thanks to Bob &
Sharon Harris for hosting, to Kevin Mills of Mills Cafe/ Hive 5 Bees for his generous donation
of 3 Nucs of bees to help us get started, as well as JC Bees for donating 2 nucs. Thanks, too, to
mentors Kevin Reichert, Bob Harris, Dan Maughan, Rick Battin, and Apiary Manager Cody
Warren. Check out the photos!

Here it is – LCBA’s Teaching Apiary! The three colonies in the foreground have built up from nucs
donated by Kevin Mills. In the background are the two colonies that have grown from the nucs donated
by JC Bees, along with those from the three packages purchased by the club. Far right rear is the top bar
hive that successfully over-wintered at the Apiary. Our apiary is managed by Cody Warren with help
from our volunteer apiary team, Gottfried Fritz, Mel Gregorich, Bob Harris, Kevin Reichert, Nancy
Toenyan, and Phil Wilson. If you’d like to get involved in care & feeding of our Apiary bees, please
contact Cody at codywarren68@gmail.com.
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Above left, Rick Battin & Kevin Reichert demonstrate how to check an alcohol sample of bees for Varroa
mites; right, a scene from this busy workshop. We had 5 groups of beekeepers working with mentors
Kevin, Rick, Dan, Cody, and Bob. Bee-low left, Cody looks pretty pleased with this top bar comb; right,
Youth Scholar Caleb lifts his first top bar frame.

Above left, Rick displays how bees built comb into the open space on the bottom part of a top (tank)
feeder! We left this alone for now – it’s full of bees, and they seem to like it there. If you get a top feeder,
though, probably a good idea to check that the bottom is screened so bees can only access the channel to
the syrup! Right, closeup on a bee (center) with Deformed Wing Virus. The mite sample showed no mites
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– this was a week after Cody treated the bees with his oxalic acid fogger – but the viruses that mites
vector into bees remain to do their damage to the bees they infected. Below, left, Dan shows the DWV bee
to Maureen Harkcom, Joe Stout & son; right, Q&A over refreshments post-workshop.

2018 Lewis County Overwinter Loss Report
by Dr. Dewey M. Caron
The Lewis County survivorship/loss survey has been posted to www.pnwhoneyeesurvey.com
under individual club reports. There is a report for the 104 Washington small-scale beekeeper
respondents (44% winter loss level) and an individual report for the 38 Lewis County survey
takers (47% loss level). LCBA respondent number was an increase of 25 individuals and loss
level was 10 percentage points lower than the previous year. Thanks to all individuals sending in
their numbers.
Lewis County respondents were mostly new beekeepers, similar to those statewide. Sixteen
individuals (39.5%) had 1 to 3 year experience, 13 (34%) had 4-6 years experience, 6 (16%) had
7-10 years experience and the remaining 6 had 14-55 years experience. Sixteen individuals
(42%) had 1, 2 or 3 colonies, 11 individuals (29%) had 4-6 colonies, 4 had 7-9 colonies, two
individuals had 10 colonies and 2 owned 12 colonies. The remaining 2 had 14 and 35 colonies.
Eighty-six percent (86%) had an experienced mentor available in first years of bees.
Graphs illustrate the loss by hive type and by origination of the hives that were overwintered (see
website). Not everyone had loss. For the total Washington beekeepers, 27 (27%) had no loss and
23 individuals (23%) had total loss. For Lewis County beekeepers, 9 had no loss (24%) but 7
(18%) total loss. Highest loss of respondents was 15 colonies. Data on Lewis County loss levels
are shown in the graph below:
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Figure 4. 2018 Hive losses, Lewis Co
Washington semicommercial/commercial (50+
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colonies) beekeepers had
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level of last year. I am
No 100% Lost Lost Lost lost 4 lost lost
seeking to analyze the data,
loss # loss 1
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3
5-7 15
relative to loss, by
managements (feeding, winterizing, mite controls, etc). I have posted reports of use of Screen
bottom boards (in 4 years those using a SBB had a mere 5% average improvement in winter
survival; those who closed the SBB during the winter did better than those who left the screen
open over with winter) and monitoring (those who monitor had a 20% better survival). Analysis
results will be posted, as soon as available, to the pnwhoneybeesurvey website.
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BEES IN THE NEWS
Thanks to Laurie Branson, Phil Wilson, and the good folks at Bee Informed Partnership, Bee
Culture, and American Bee Journal for stories.
Honey Bee Colony Losses 2017-2018: Preliminary Results: BeeInformed Partnership, May
23rd, 2018
Winter Losses estimated 30.7%; Annual Loss from April 2017 – April 2018, 40.1%
“The Bee Informed Partnership (http://beeinformed.org) recently conducted the twelfth annual
survey of managed honey bee colony losses in the United States. This year, 4,794 beekeepers
collectively managing 175,923 colonies in October 2017 provided validated survey responses.
This represents 6.6% of the estimated 2.67 million managed honey-producing colonies in the
nation (USDA, 2018).
“During the 2017-2018 winter (1 October 2017 – 1 April 2018), an estimated 30.7% of managed
colonies in the United States were lost (Fig. 1). This represents an increase of 9.5 percentage
points over that of the previous year, and an increase of 2.8 percentage points over that of the 10year average total winter colony loss rate of 27.9%.
“Similar to previous years, backyard beekeepers lost more colonies in winter (46.3%) compared
to those lost by sideline (38.0%) and commercial (26.4%) beekeepers. Backyard, sideline, and
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commercial beekeepers are defined as those managing 50 or fewer colonies, 51 – 500 colonies,
and 501 or more colonies, respectively.
“Interestingly, the self-reported ‘level of acceptable winter colony loss’ increased from 18.7%
last year to 20.6% this year. Sixty-nine percent of responding beekeepers lost more of their
colonies than deemed to be acceptable.
“During the summer 2017 season (1 April 2017– 1 October 2017), an estimated 17.1% of
managed colonies were lost in the U.S. This level is on par with summer colony loss estimates of
18.2% that were reported the previous year, and lower than the 20.9% average experienced by
beekeepers since 2010-2011, when summer losses were first recorded by the Bee Informed
Partnership.
“For the entire survey period (1 April 2017 – 1 April 2018), beekeepers in the U.S. lost an
estimated 40.1% of their managed honey bee colonies. This is 2.7 percentage points greater than
the average annual rate of loss experienced by beekeepers since 2010-2011.” To see more, visit:
https://beeinformed.org/results/honey-bee-colony-losses-2017-2018-preliminary-results/

Chart above courtesy of BeeInformed Partnership.
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Wondering Why Your Bees Died? "Dead Colony Forensics," by Dr. Dewey Caron, can
help you investigate. Here is the link: http://pnwhoneybeesurvey.com/2018/05/dead-colonyforensics-by-dewey-m-caron/
In an Effort to Protect Bees, The European Union Has Taken a Strong Stand: A NearComplete Ban on Neonicotinoids. Bayer Disagrees": Bee Culture's Catch the Buzz, May 9,
2018: “A vote from member countries in the EU passed a total ban on outdoor use of
imidacloprid, thiamethoxam, and clothianidin. The pesticides can still be used in greenhouses,
but only in greenhouses that are never open to the outdoors. In a statement, the EU specifically
mentioned neonicotinoids’ effect on bees as a major reason for the ban. “The protection of bees
is an important issue for the Commission since it concerns biodiversity, food production and the
environment,” reads the statement.” To read the story, visit: http://www.beeculture.com/catchthe-buzz-in-an-effort-to-protect-bees-the-european-union-has-taken-a-strong-stand-a-nearcomplete-ban-on-neonicotinoids-bayer-disagrees/ .
United States Honey Production Down 9 Percent for Operations with Five or More
Colonies in 2017: Bee Culture’s Catch the Buzz, April 16, 2018
“United States honey production in 2017 from producers with five or more colonies totaled 148
million pounds, down 9 percent from 2016. There were 2.67 million colonies producing honey in
2017, down 4 percent from 2016. Yield per colony averaged 55.3 pounds, down 5 percent from
the 58.3 pounds in 2016. Colonies which produced honey in more than one State were counted in
each State where the honey was produced. Therefore, at the United States level yield per colony
may be understated, but total production would not be impacted. Colonies were not included if
honey was not harvested. Producer honey stocks were 30.6 million pounds on December 15,
2017, down 26 percent from a year earlier.” To read the full report, visit:
http://www.beeculture.com/catch-the-buzz-united-states-honey-production-down-9-percent-foroperations-with-five-or-more-colonies-in2017/?utm_source=Catch+The+Buzz&utm_campaign=0cd60e60b6Catch_The_Buzz_4_29_2015&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_0272f190ab-0cd60e60b6256261065
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"Global Honey Industry Set to Expand at a Compound Annual Growth Rate of 2.6%":
Bee Culture's Catch the Buzz, May 24, 2018: By Alan Harman
"The global apiculture market value is estimated to rise at a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 2.6% from US$8.81 billion in 2017 to US$10.28 billion in 2023, a new report says.
“The report published by market researcher IndustryARC of Hyderabad, India, says the
increasing popularity of royal jelly and pollen as beneficial supplements will drive the market in
the coming years.
““Apiculture industry has humungous investment opportunities as demand is increasing at an
accentuated rate from 2018 to 2023,” the company says.
“Europe is the dominant market for bee products and a major importing region with sales of bee
products valued at US$3,218 million and estimated to grow at a CAGR of 2% in the next five
years.
“With the escalating consumption of honey in the emerging countries of China, India and other
Southeast Asian countries, the Asia-Pacific market is projected to grow faster than other regions.
“The report says that for the last five years China has been the largest producer of apiary culture
derived products – honey, beeswax, live bees, royal jelly, pollen, propolis, and bee venom.
“IndustryARC says the use of honey has expanded at a rapid pace in the food and beverages
industry, primarily driven by the demand for healthy and natural products in both developed and
developing countries.
“Agriculture is projected to be the fastest growing end-use application predominantly driven by
the rising need for pollination and demand for beekeeping industry.
“Honey industry is the most latent outcome of the apiculture with 90.6% of the market in terms
of value in 2018.
““The marketplace for honey in the coming years is first and foremost by increasing preference
for natural sweeteners in the food and beverages industry,” the report says.
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““In addition, rising popularity of honey-based cosmetic products has been in rise in the recent
years and is estimated to be the fastest growing market for honey.”
“Similarly, it says, increasing awareness of bee wax as a valuable agent as well as thickener lifts
the market for beeswax in cosmetics industry. Pollen and royal jelly gained visibility in the
recent years, mainly due to the increasing awareness about the benefits of these bee products as a
food ingredient and supplement.
“The U.S. accounted for 43% of the total patents registered for beekeeping, beeswax and
apiculture in 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015, covering an extensive range of products and
technologies.
“Some 11 patents were registered by the top companies in U.S. in the past three years, while
Europe registered nine patents between 2010 and 2015.
http://www.beeculture.com/catch-the-buzz-global-honey-industry-set-to-expand-at-a-compoundannual-growth-rate-of-2-6/?utm_source=Catch+The+Buzz&utm_campaign=62ff7fd44eCatch_The_Buzz_4_29_2015&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_0272f190ab-62ff7fd44e256261065

"Robotic Bees Are a Real Thing—and the Company Funding Them Might Surprise You": Bee
Culture's Catch the Buzz, May 18, 2018:
Plan Bee? "The buzz about pollination drones is more important than ever, and companies like Walmart
want in on the action. To read the full story about the rise of the robo-bees, visit:
http://www.beeculture.com/catch-the-buzz-robotic-bees-are-a-real-thing-and-the-company-funding-themmight-surprise-you/?utm_source=Catch+The+Buzz&utm_campaign=c7bce7979cCatch_The_Buzz_4_29_2015&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_0272f190ab-c7bce7979c-256261065

“Economic Effects and Responses to Changes in Honey Bee Health”: by Peyton M. Ferrier,
Randal R. Rucker, Walter N. Thurman, and Michael Burgett for Bee Culture, April 3, 2018
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“What Is the Issue? Since 2006, annual winter losses of managed honey bee colonies have
averaged 28.7 percent,approximately double the historical winter mortality rate of 15.0 percent.
These elevated losses have raised concerns that agricultural and food supply chains will suffer
disruptions as pollination services become more costly and less available. This study provides an
overview of the pollination services market and the mechanisms by which beekeepers, farmers,
and retail food producers adjust to increasing scarcity in the pollination services market. It also
examines the empirical data on pollinated crop production, pollination service fees, and annual
numbers of honey bee colonies.
“What Did the Study Find? Despite higher winter loss rates, the number of U.S. honey bee
colonies has remained stable or risen between 1996 and 2016, depending on which of two data
sources is considered. Winter loss rates have no negative correlation with yearly changes in the
number of U.S. colonies at the national or State level, and loss rates have a positive correlation
with the rate of colony additions, which may reflect strategies used by beekeepers to manage
colonies.” To read the full story, visit: http://www.beeculture.com/catch-the-buzz-economiceffects-and-responses-to-changes-in-honey-beehealth/?utm_source=Catch+The+Buzz&utm_campaign=2b64c582deCatch_The_Buzz_4_29_2015&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_0272f190ab-2b64c582de256261065

"New Hive Cover Lets in Only Red Light, and Keeps Small Hive Beetles Out": Bee
Culture's Catch the Buzz, May 12, 2018: Small Hive Beetles are not yet a problem in the
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Pacific Northwest, but they are spreading, so beekeepers need to be aware. This article suggests a
possible solution: to read the complete story, visit: http://www.beeculture.com/catch-the-buzznew-cover-lets-in-only-red-light-and-keeps-small-hive-beetlesout/?utm_source=Catch+The+Buzz&utm_campaign=12377a2d06Catch_The_Buzz_4_29_2015&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_0272f190ab-12377a2d06256261065 .

"What Gives Bees their Sweet Tooth?" - American Bee Journal, May 10, 2018: “Scientists
have discovered bees linger on a flower, emptying it of nectar, because they have sugar-sensing
taste neurons which work together to prolong the pleasure of the sweetness. Newcastle
University researchers report that the bees' taste neurons found on their proboscis - their
mouthparts - fire intense signals for up to 10 seconds - much longer than the taste neurons found
in other insects.” To read the complete story, visit: https://mailchi.mp/americanbeejournal/may10-2018-what-gives-bees-their-sweet-tooth?e=e9ff21e0bb .

“Sowing Strips of Flowering Plants Has Limited Effect on Pollination”: American Bee
Journal, April 9 2018
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“To determine the impacts of flower strips on pollination, scientists placed pots of strawberry
plants or field beans in fields with or without strips of flowering pollinator plants. At flower strip
sites (left circle), one group of pots were placed adjacent to the flower strip and one group of
pots in a field border at the same study site; at control sites without flower strips (right circle),
one group of pots were placed in a field border. Pollination was compared across the sites.”
“Strips of wildflowers dotting fields is visually attractive and provides much needed forage to
bees. But does it actually increase pollination of nearby agricultural crops? Turns out that it
depends on the scale and diversity of the farm. Researchers at the Centre for Environmental and
Climate Research at Lund University have studied how pollination varies in different agricultural
landscapes, by placing pots with either wild strawberry or field bean in field borders. Plants that
were placed in a small-scale agricultural landscape, with pastures and other unploughed
environments, were better pollinated than plants in landscapes dominated by arable land.
“The researchers also investigated how sown flower strips, i.e. flower plantings which farmers
often create to benefit pollinators, affected pollination in the different landscape types. In
landscapes dominated by arable fields, pollination increased adjacent to the flower strip. A few
hundred meters further away, however, the sown flower strips had no effect on the pollination of
wild strawberry and field bean. In more small-scale agricultural landscape, the sown flower
strips instead reduced pollination of adjacent plants, likely because the increased amount of
flowers resulted in competition among flowers for pollinating insects.” To read the full story,
visit: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S016788091830121X. For ABJ’s story,
visit: https://mailchi.mp/americanbeejournal/april-9-2018-sowing-strips-of-flowering-plants-haslimited-effect-on-pollination?e=e9ff21e0bb
“When Enemies Come to Help”: Crab Spiders Prey on Insects That Might Otherwise Eat
Foraging Honey Bees, American Bee Journal, April 11, 2018

“Crab spiders sitting on the flowers keep away bees and also plant-eating insects from visiting the
plants.” Credit: Anina C. Knauer
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“The March 2018 cover of ABJ featured a crab spider that had caught a honey bee. Crab spiders
have an amazing ability to blend into a flower and catch pollinators. This could harm plants in
need of pollination, but new research shows the spiders also protect the plant. To read the full
story of how volatile compounds secreted by the flower attract crab spiders, and how honey bees
get tricked, visit this link for the full scientific paper here: http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/s41467-01803792-x . For ABJ’s coverage, visit: https://mailchi.mp/americanbeejournal/april-11-2018when-enemies-come-to-help?e=e9ff21e0bb .

Is organic sugar better for bees? ~ Honey Bee Suite Blog
Thanks to Laurie Branson for sharing this!
“A number of beekeepers have said they feed their bees organic sugar (usually organic
evaporated cane juice) and they firmly believe they are doing the best possible thing for their
bees. Other folks are horrified at the idea because these products are not pure white and,
therefore, contain impurities that may cause honey bee dysentery. So which side is right?
“The odd thing about refined white sugar it that it is actually very good for bees. Bees that are
forced to stay inside the hive for long periods risk getting honey bee dysentery—the more solids
in their feed, the worse the problem. Dark honeys, which contain high amounts of vitamins,
minerals, and other nutrients, are harder on the bees than light colored honeys . . . and brown
sugar, which also contains many solids, is nearly a death sentence.
“One of the telling numbers is “total ash”—ash being the stuff left over after you burn away a
sample. A typical sample of honey may contain about 0.17% ash, whereas refined table sugar
contains only about 0.07% ash. So that’s roughly 2.5 times as much ash in the honey as in the
sugar. But a typical sample of evaporated cane juice may run as high as 2.15% ash, depending on
the manufacturer. This is about 12.5 times as much ash as in a typical sample of honey—scary
because that ash can lead directly to honey bee dysentery.
“So while feeding bees any sugar is “unnatural,” bees can actually survive long periods of
confinement eating nothing but refined white sugar and come out healthy in the spring. The same
may not be true of evaporated cane juice–organic or not.
“My guess, based on the way the products are manufactured, it that organic sugar is better for
bees than brown sugar but not as good as standard refined white sugar.
“Brown sugar is bad for bees because it is made by taking refined white sugar and adding
molasses back into it—and it’s the molasses part that contains all the solids. The ash content of
brown sugar will vary depending on how much molasses is added, but molasses runs from 5 to
9% ash. While not all brown sugar is made this way, the bulk of it is. In any case, dark sugar is
like dark honey—the darker the product, the higher the solids.
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“Much of the tan color left in organic sugar is the result of not using bleach—which is a good
thing. However, more nutrients remain in evaporated cane juice than remain in refined white
sugar and some of these nutrients can definitely contribute to honey bee dysentery. Remember
that, unlike human dysentery, honey bee dysentery is not caused by a pathogen, rather it is
caused by improper diet and lack of “facilities.”
“Other issues surround organic sugar, of course. I use it in my kitchen because it is raised from
non-GMO plants without pesticides . . . and because it’s not bleached. Since I don’t cook with
much sugar, the price premium is a minor issue. But I would never feed it to bees. Not only do I
not want to pay the exorbitant price, but it is not nearly as good for them as plain old refined
white sugar. --Rusty - HoneyBeeSuite.com; https://honeybeesuite.com/is-organic-sugar-betterfor-bees/

RECIPE OF THE MONTH from the National Honey Board
Honey Pecan Whipped Cream Cheese with Honeyed Fruit Salad
Ingredients (for 4 servings):
For the Whipped Honey Cream Cheese:
1 (8-oz) package - cream cheese, softened
3 Tb - honey
1/2 tsp. - vanilla bean paste
zest of 1 orange
1/4 cup - toasted pecan, finely chopped
For the Fruit Salad:
1 cup - strawberries, diced
1 cup - blueberries
1 cup - raspberries
1 Tb - orange juice
zest of 1 orange
1 Tb - honey
Bagels: 4 - bagels (favorite variety); honey for drizzling
Directions: In the bowl of a stand mixer fitted with the whisk attachment, or in a large bowl
using a handheld mixer, add the cream cheese, honey, vanilla bean paste, and orange zest. Beat
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until light and fluffy, about 1 minute. Fold in the toasted pecans. Store in an airtight container in
the refrigerator until ready to use. The cream cheese will stay fresh for up to 1 week.
In a bowl, add strawberries, blueberries, raspberries, orange juice and zest, and honey. Gently
fold to combine.
To assemble the bagel: Spread a thick layer of cream cheese on both halves of a toasted bagel.
Top each half with fruit salad and drizzle with extra honey, if desired. Serve immediately.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Western Apicultural Society Newsletters: http://groups.ucanr.org/WAS/WAS_Journal. Click on
the line in the paragraph on the right as directed. If you’re still getting the old issue, click on
"empty cache" in your browser or "refresh" or "reload" under VIEW in your menu bar.
WASBA Newsletter: Pick up your copy of this bimonthly online at www.wasba.org: click on
"Newsletters." The July Newsletter’s cover story is LCBA’s Youth Scholarship Program!
That’s all for now ~ take care, & bee happy!
~~ Susanne Weil, LCBA Secretary (Secretary@lcba.community; 360 880 8130)

